Letters in Canada 2015
This annual bilingual ‘Letters in Canada’ issue contains reviews of the previous year’s work in Canadian fiction, poetry, drama, translations and works in the humanities. This year’s issue contains nearly 500 pages of the year’s work in creative writing and scholarship! Read the full issue here - http://bit.ly/utq863
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BOOK REVIEWS

Humanities

Academia, Inc.: How Corporatization Is Transforming Canadian Universities by Jamie Brownlee —reviewed by Linda Muzzin

Speaking Power to Truth: Digital Discourse and the Public Intellectual, edited by Michael Keren and Richard Hawkins —reviewed by Will Straw

Blackening Canada: Diaspora, Race, Multiculturalism by Paul Barrett —reviewed by Darcy Ballantyne

A Celtic Temperament: Robertson Davies as Diarist, edited by Jennifer Surridge and Ramsay Derry —reviewed by Gerald Lynch

Discrepant Parallels: Cultural Implications of the Canada-US Border by Gillian Roberts —reviewed by Jennifer Andrews

Four Last Songs: Aging and Creativity in Verdi, Strauss, Messiaen, and Britten by Linda Hutcheon and Michael Hutcheon —reviewed by Sally Chivers

Apostate Englishman: Grey Owl the Writer and the Myths by Albert Braz —reviewed by Misao Dean

Girls, Texts, Cultures, edited by Clare Bradford and Mavis Reimer —reviewed by Heather Fitchsimmons Frey

Painting Imperialism and Nationalism Red: The Ukrainian Marxist Critique of Russian Communist Rule in Ukraine, 1918–1925 by Stephen Velychenko —reviewed by Bohdan Kild


Designing Fictions: Literature Confronts Advertising by Michael L. Ross —reviewed by Valerie Scatamburlo-D’Annibale

Cultural Mapping and the Digital Sphere: Place and Space, edited by Ruth Panofsky and Kathleen Kellett —reviewed by Jason Boyd

Daniel MacIvor: New Essays on Canadian Theatre: Volume Five, edited by Richie Wilcox —reviewed by Ross Stuart

The New Rationalism: Albert Schweitzer’s Philosophy of Reverence for Life by David K. Goodin —reviewed by Stephen Bede Scharper

The Canadian Oral History Reader, edited by Kristina R. Llewellyn, Alexander Freund, and Nolan Reilly —reviewed by Pharo Sok
Pasolini: The Sacred Flesh by Stefania Benini —reviewed by Bart Testa

Fictions of Youth: Pier Paolo Pasolini, Adolescence, Fascisms by Simona Bondavalli —reviewed by Alberto Zambenedetti

Lawrence Grassi: From Piedmont to the Rocky Mountains by Elio Costa and Gabriele Scardellato —reviewed by Joanna Dutka

Politics and Literature at the Turn of the Millennium by Michael Keren —reviewed by Allan Hepburn

Medicine Shows: Indigenous Performance Culture by Yvette Nolan —reviewed by Lindsay Lachance

Tending the Student Body: Youth, Health, and the Modern University by Catherine Gidney —reviewed by Theodore Michael Christou

Public Poetics: Critical Issues in Canadian Poetry and Poetics, edited by Bart Vautour, Erin Wunker, Travis V. Mason, and Christl Verduyn—reviewed by Nicholas Bradley

Post-TV: Piracy, Cord-Cutting, and the Future of Television by Michael Strangelove —reviewed by Derek Foster

The Rise of the Diva on the Sixteenth-Century Commedia dell'Arte Stage by Rosalind Kerr —reviewed by Pamela Allen Brown

Honorary Protestants: The Jewish School Question in Montreal, 1867–1997 by David Fraser —reviewed by David S. Koffman

Interculturalism: A View from Quebec by Gérard Bouchard —reviewed by Don Schweitzer

Theatre of the Unimpressed: In Search of Vital Drama by Jordan Tannahill —reviewed by Lawrence Switzky

Found in Alberta: Environmental Themes for the Anthropocene, edited by Robert Boschman and Mario Trono —reviewed by Pamela Banting

Textual Masculinity and the Exchange of Women in Renaissance Venice by Courtney Quaintance —reviewed by Ann Rosalind Jones

Allegorical Bodies: Power and Gender in Late Medieval France by Daisy Delogu —reviewed by Rosalind Brown-Grant

Taking Exception to the Law: Materializing Injustice in Early Modern English Literature, edited by Donald Beecher, Travis DeCook, Andrew Wallace, and Grant Williams —reviewed by Derek Dunne

The Canadian Horror Film: Terror of the Soul, edited by Gina Freitag and André Loiselle —reviewed by Chris Koenig-Woodyard

Women and War in Antiquity, edited by Jacqueline Fabre-Serris and Alison Keith —reviewed by Catherine M. Keesling

Imprinting Britain: Newspapers, Sociability, and the Shaping of British North America by Michael Eamon —reviewed by Michael Stamm

The Little Third Reich on Lake Superior: A History of Canadian Internment Camp R by Ernest Robert Zimmermann—reviewed by Pierre Anctil

Theatre, Teens, Sex Ed: Are We There Yet?, edited by Jan Selman and Jane Heather —reviewed by Baņuta Rubess

The Writings of David Thompson, Volume 2: The Travels, 1848 Version, and Associated Texts, edited by William E. Moreau —reviewed by Ceilidh Hart

Metropolitan Tragedy: Genre, Justice, and the City in Early Modern England by Marissa Greenberg —reviewed by Glenn Clark

Working Memory: Women and Work in World War II, edited by Marlene Kadar and Jeanne Perreault —reviewed by Patricia Chappine

Feminist Pedagogy in Higher Education: Critical Theory and Practice, edited by Renee Bondy, Tracey Penny Light, and Jane Nicholas —reviewed by Caroline A. Hodes

After Identity: Mennonite Writing in North America, edited by Robert Zacharias —reviewed by Hans Werner
The Black Atlantic Reconsidered: Black Canadian Writing, Cultural History, and the Presence of the Past by Winfried Siemerling — reviewed by George Elliott Clarke

Invisible Immigrants: The English in Canada since 1945 by Marilyn Barber and Murray Watson — reviewed by Valerie Knowles

Masterminding Nature: The Breeding of Animals, 1750–2010 by Margaret E. Derry — reviewed by Sean Kheraj

Landscapes in Between: Environmental Change in Modern Italian Literature and Film by Monica Seger — reviewed by Rebecca West

Swedes in Canada: Invisible Immigrants by Elinor Barr — reviewed by Ingrid Urberg

Sustaining the West: Cultural Responses to Canadian Environments, edited by Liza Piper and Lisa Szabo-Jones — reviewed by Matthew Zantingh

Anna Maria Ortese: Celestial Geographies, edited by Gian Maria Annovi and Flora Ghezzo — reviewed by Laura Chiesa

The Great War: From Memory to History, edited by Kellen Kurschinski, Steve Marti, Alicia Robinet, Matt Symes, and Jonathan F. Vance — reviewed by Scott Herder

“The Dignity of Every Human Being”: New Brunswick Artists and Canadian Culture between the Great Depression and the Cold War by Kirk Niergarth — reviewed by Margaret Conrad

Literary Land Claims: The “Indian Land Question” from Pontiac’s War to Attawapiskat by Margery Fee — reviewed by Kelly Mcguire

Fatal Glamour: The Life of Rupert Brooke by Paul Delany — reviewed by Thomas Hodd

Family Ties: Living History in Canadian House Museums by Andrea Terry — reviewed by Brad Cross

Ficino in Spain by Susan Byrne — reviewed by Enrique Fernandez

Beyond Brutal Passions: Prostitution in Early Nineteenth-Century Montreal by Mary Anne Poutanen — reviewed by Robin Grazley

Mediating Indianess, edited by Cathy Covell Waegner — reviewed by Demet Intepe

Merchant Writers: Florentine Memoirs from the Middle Ages and Renaissance, edited by Vittore Branca — reviewed by Lisa Kaborycha

Mussolini’s Decennale: Aura and Mythmaking in Fascist Italy by Antonio Morena — reviewed by Joshua Arthurs

Gendered Militarism in Canada: Learning Conformity and Resistance, edited by Nancy Taber — reviewed by Maya Eichler

Donald Creighton: A Life in History by Donald Wright — reviewed by Jeffrey L. McNairn


In the Power of the Government: The Rise and Fall of Newsprint in Ontario, 1894–1932 by Mark Kuhlberg — reviewed by George Colpitts

Northrop Frye’s Uncollected Prose, edited by Robert D. Denham — reviewed by Thomas Willard

Northrop Frye and Others: Twelve Writers Who Helped Shape His Thinking by Robert D. Denham — reviewed by Thomas Willard


Law’s Religion: Religious Difference and the Claims of Constitutionalism by Benjamin L. Berger — reviewed by John McLaren

Sex and the Weimar Republic: German Homosexual Emancipation and the Rise of the Nazis by Laurie Marhoefer — reviewed by Harry Oosterhuis

Hurrah Revolutionaries: The Polish Canadian Communist Movement, 1918–1948 by Patryk Polec — reviewed by Jan Raska

Red Skin, White Masks: Rejecting the Colonial Politics of Recognition by Glen Coulthard — reviewed by Nadiya Ali


Beastly Possessions: Animals in Victorian Consumer Culture by Sarah Amato — reviewed by Monica Flegel

Power and Legitimacy: Law, Culture, and Literature by Anne Quëma — reviewed by Susan Paterson Glover

Cultural Hermeneutics: Essays after Unamuno and Ricoeur by Mario J. Valdés — reviewed by Scott Davidson
The Secrets of Generation: Reproduction in the Long Eighteenth Century, edited by Raymond Stephanson and Darren N. Wagner —reviewed by Angela Monsam

A Truffaut Notebook by Sam Solecki —reviewed by Brenda Austin-Smith


Why Did We Choose to Industrialize? Montreal, 1819–1849 by Robert C.H. Sweeny —reviewed by Eric W. Sager


The Idea of a Human Rights Museum, edited by Karen Busby, Adam Muller, and Andrew Woolford —reviewed by Pearl Eliadis

Music in Range: The Culture of Canadian Campus Radio by Brian Fauteux —reviewed by Geneviève A. Bonin

Gathering a Heritage: Ukrainian, Slavonic, and Ethnic Canada and the USA by Thomas M. Prymak —reviewed by Lisa Grekul

Anxieties of Interiority and Dissection in Early Modern Spain by Enrique Fernández —reviewed by Juan Camilo Acevedo

Shakespeare and the Performance of Girlhood by Deanne Williams —reviewed by Catherine Belsey

Consumers in the Bush: Shopping in Rural Upper Canada by Douglas McCalla —reviewed by J.K. Johnson

Critical Condition: Replacing Critical Thinking with Creativity by Patrick Finn —reviewed by Diane Conrad

Where the Nights Are Twice as Long: Love Letters of Canadian Poets, edited by David Eso and Jeanette Lynes —reviewed by Olivia Pellegrino

The Commentaries of Pope Pius II (1458–1464) and the Crisis of the Fifteenth-Century Papacy by Emily O’Brien —reviewed by Gerald Christianson

Toronto, the Belfast of Canada: The Orange Order and the Shaping of Municipal Culture by William J. Smyth —reviewed by Daniel Panneton


Independent Filmmaking around the Globe, edited by Doris Baltruschat and Mary P. Erickson —reviewed by Wheeler Winston Dixon

So Far and Yet So Close: Frontier Cattle Ranching in Western Prairie Canada and the Northern Territory of Australia by Warren M. Elofson —reviewed by W.B. Yeo

Understanding the Consecrated Life in Canada: Critical Essays on Contemporary Trends, edited by Jason Zuidema —reviewed by William Acres

Material Cultures in Canada, edited by Thomas Allen and Jennifer Blair —reviewed by Ranbir K. Banwait

Ink against the Devil: Luther and His Opponents by Harry Loewen —reviewed by John A. Maxfield

My Own Portrait in Writing: Self-Fashioning in the Letters of Vincent Van Gogh by Patrick Grant —reviewed by Cliff Edwards

Exhibiting the German Past: Museums, Film, and Musealization, edited by Peter M. McIsaac and Gabriele Mueller —reviewed by Lee Davidson

Germany's Second Reich: Portraits and Pathways by James Retallack —reviewed by Kristof Niese

Creating Legal Worlds: Story and Style in a Culture of Argument by Greig Henderson —reviewed by Clarke Rountree

Skepticism and Political Thought in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries, edited by John Christian Laursen and Gianni Paganini —reviewed by Johann Sommerville

Roman Social Imaginaries: Language and Thought in the Contexts of Empire by Clifford Ando —reviewed by Catherine Steel

Excavating Nations: Archaeology, Museums, and the Danish-German Borderlands by J. Laurence Hare —reviewed by Steen Bo Frandsen

Baroque and the Political Language of Formalism (1845–1945): Burckhardt, Wölfflin, Gurlitt, Brinckmann, Sedlmayr by Evonne Levy —reviewed by Mitchell B. Frank

Familiar and Foreign: Identity in Iranian Film and Literature, edited by Manijeh Mannani and Veronica Thompson —reviewed by Marta Simidchieva
The Crisis-Woman: Body Politics and the Modern Woman in Fascist Italy by Natasha V. Chang —reviewed by Jane Slaughter

Contesting the Moral High Ground: Popular Moralists in Mid-Twentieth-Century Britain by Paul T. Phillips —reviewed by Julia Stapleton

The All-Encompassing Eye of Ukraine: Ivan Nechui-Levyts'kyi's Realist Prose by Maxim Tarnawsky —reviewed by Myroslav Shkandrij

Sapphic Fathers: Discourses of Same-Sex Desire from Nineteenth-Century France by Gretchen Schultz —reviewed by Bruno Perreau

Masters and Students: Jesuit Mission Ethnography in Seventeenth-Century New France by Micah True —reviewed by Lisa J.M. Poirier

Reading Václav Havel by David S. Danaher —reviewed by František A. Podhajský

The Mafia in Italian Lives and Literature: Life Sentences and Their Geographies by Robin Pickering-Iazzi —reviewed by Elgin K. Eckert

Sexual Enjoyment in British Romanticism: Gender and Psychoanalysis, 1753–1835 by David Sigler —reviewed by Richard C. Sha

Sheila Watson: Essays on Her Works, edited by Joseph Pivato —reviewed by Anna St. Onge

Daniel David Moses: Spoken and Written Explorations of His Work, edited by Tracey Lindberg and David Brundage —reviewed by Annie Smith

**Sciences Humaines**

Une idée de l’université. Propositions d’un professeur militant par Michel Seymour —Hans-Jürgen Greif

Les mythes littéraires. Épopées homériques par Georges Desmeules et Gilles Pellerin —Jean-Pierre Thomas

Raison et déraison du mythe. Au cœur des imaginaires collectifs par Gérard Bouchard —Jean-Pierre Thomas

Des braves et des guerriers. Les Amérindiens du Québec et la guerre de 1812 par Jean-Pierre Sawaya —Marie-Élaine Bourgeois

Recours aux sources. Essais sur notre rapport au passé par Éric Bédard —Eric Chevrette

Remettre à demain. Essai sur la permanence tranquille au Québec par Jonathan Livernois —Eric Chevrette

666 — Friedrich Nietzsche. Dithyrambe beublique par Victor-Lévy Beaulieu —Jimmy Thibeault

Les Juifs de Québec. Quatre cents ans d’histoire par Pierre Anctil et Simon Jacobs (dir.) —Alain Goldschläger

Les 100 ans du prix d’Europe. Le soutien de l’État à la musique de Lomer Gouin à la Révolution tranquille par Mireille Barrière (dir.) —Sandria P. Bouliane


Mœurs de province. Essais et divagations par François Ricard —Hans-Jürgen Greif

Chamoiseau : nomadisme et intranquillité, dans Présence francophone. Revue internationale de langue et littérature —Frenand Léger

Brève histoire de la nouvelle (short story) aux États-Unis par Renald Bérubé —Jane Moss

Jouer la traduction. Théâtre et hétérolinguisme au Canada francophone par Nicole Nolette —Mariel O'Neill-Karch

La littérature pour la jeunesse et les études culturelles. Théories et pratiques par Lucie Guillemette et Claire Le Brun (dir.) —Nathalie Prince

Tante Blanche. Biographie de Marguerite Blanche Thibodeau 1738–1810 par Serge Patrice Thibodeau —Chantal Richard

Chroniques de riens par Jean Pierre Girard —Gaëtan Brulotte
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